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H I G H L I G H T S

Five sources of error are found when im-
plementing contact models for the MS-
DEM.
These errors are shown to be, in general,
contact model independent.
A new force summation procedure is
established to prevent 3 error types.
The definition of a local effect mass
mitigates the remaining errors.
All results are verified analytically and
with simulations.
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A B S T R A C T

Five sources of critical error are identified for binary interactions of particles using the Multi-Sphere Discrete
Element Method (MS-DEM) i.e. the occurrence of under-damping, two forms of over-damping error, over-
stiffness effects, and force response inconsistencies due to erroneous contact area calculations. Algorithmic
issues are found to be the source of over-stiffness effects, one form of over-damping and the erroneous contact
area calculations. The remaining over-damping and under-damping errors are physical in nature. By defining
different types of MS-DEM interactions, solutions are proposed which can successfully mitigate all of the
identified errors. This includes the development of the concept of a locally reduced mass to attenuate the
physics-based form of over-damping, and purely algorithmic considerations rectify the other form of over-
damping as well as the over-stiffness effects and erroneous contact area calculations. This study focuses on
two types of linear spring dash-pot models and two non-linear Hertzian models, however, it is demonstrated
the nature of the errors and their respective solutions are generally independent of the contact model. As such,
the solutions proposed should be considered for implementation with other contact models when using the
MS-DEM, with a high likelihood of being applicable to other contact detection methods.
. Introduction

Particle morphology influences essentially all systems and processes
hat contain large numbers of solid particulates. This is evidenced by
tudies of bulk powder characteristics and flowability [1,2], particle
egregation [3], spreadability in powder-based additive manufactur-
ng processes [4,5], fluidised bed dynamics [6] and reactant qual-
ty [7]. The importance of understanding the effects of particle mor-
hology on such systems, has motivated the development of numerous
umerical methods to simulate aspherical particles, see [8–10] for
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reviews. The majority of the available methods are extensions of the
Discrete Element Method (DEM), originally developed to model spher-
ical particles [11]. The focus of this work is the popular extension
of DEM known as the Multi-Sphere Discrete Element Method (MS-
DEM) [12], which is a very common approach for simulating aspherical
particles [9]. The MS-DEM – also known as the glued- or clumped-
sphere or cluster DEM – rigidly fixes spherical DEM particles together to
define a new particle, e.g. see Fig. 1. The MS-DEM has three advantages
in comparison to other methods. Firstly, the algorithm used to detect
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Fig. 1. Types of MS-DEM multi-contact points.
particle contacts is the simplest of any other method for simulating
non-spherical particles as it is identical to that for spheres. This min-
imises computational costs and allows for efficient handling of static
friction forces that persist during the inter-particle contact [13]. Sec-
ondly, particles of almost arbitrary shape can be simulated unlike
the majority of other techniques, which are analytically constrained.
However, the MS-DEM is not suited to model sharp edges or extremely
thin particles e.g. particles with high aspect ratios, for which sphero-
cylinder methods may be more appropriate [14]. The third advantage
commonly ascribed to the MS-DEM, is that reliable contact force models
that have been developed and validated for spheres are assumed to be
valid for the MS-DEM. This is in contrast to contact force models em-
ployed for other methods such as those used for simulating polyhedra
and polygons whose accuracy is still open for debate [15].

The formulation and application of contact models for spheres,
even before the considerations of particle morphology, is a complex
endeavor. As contact models have to consider the underlying material
properties of the particles, contact area and pre-collision velocities
among other variables. Two of the most common classes of contact
models used to handle the aforementioned variables in DEM simula-
tions are linear spring dash-pot models and non-linear Hertzian models,
which are the focus of this work and will be discussed extensively later
in Section 3. Additionally, focus is given to the most common imple-
mentation of inter-particle friction for DEM simulations which is via a
Coulomb stick and slip criteria. Interested readers are referred to the
following non-exhaustive reviews for details of other models that are
commonly used [16–18]. However, the important purported advantage
of the MS-DEM that contact models developed and validated for spheres
remain valid for the MS-DEM, has been previously questioned.

One of the earliest attempts to evaluate the validity of the MS-DEM
was reported by Abbaspour-Fard [19], with the investigation of several
MS-DEM collision scenarios. In that work, much of the focus is given
to the concept of artificial roughness occurring in MS-DEM particle
interactions. This effect occurs when uneven surfaces created from the
particles' constituent spheres, cause unintended interlocking behaviour,
resulting in an artificial increase in roughness/friction. Abbaspour-Fard
then discussed how this phenomenon can be mitigated by improving
the fidelity of the particle surfaces. Additionally, it was shown that
additional damping occurred for collisions that contain multiple contact
points while utilising velocity based damping, however, this was not
highlighted as being erroneous behaviour. This concept of artificial
roughness and the acknowledgement of multiple contact point colli-
sions causing deviations in particle behaviour, has since been rigorously
investigated.

Kruggel-Emden et al. [20], used the MS-DEM to generate spherical
particles to perform collision tests with a flat wall, varying angle of
impact, number of constituent spheres and their radii to construct
the MS-DEM spheres. Deviations against data gathered from collisions
using classical spherical DEM particles, could then be used to quantita-
tively evaluate the quality of a given MS-DEM interaction. One of the
2

key conclusions from this work was that the artificial roughness could
significantly impact the dynamics of a particle collision, particularly
for its angular velocity response. Also highlighted in that work and
the work of Price et al. [21], though no specific suggestions are given
from the latter, is that contact models should be altered to ensure
consistent MS-DEM particle behavior. Kruggel-Emden et al. [20] then
suggested a simple approach to improve the consistency of an interac-
tion containing multiple contact points, which is to divide the force
occurring at a specific contact point by the total number of contact
points. Interestingly, the authors offer little information as to why the
contact forces should be modified, except for a brief note about unusual
stiffness and damping behaviour that may occur. Later, Kodam et al.
[22] pointed out that the simple solution posited by Kruggel-Emden
et al. [20], division of forces with the number of contact points, will
only hold for very specific cases, which will be discussed in detail in
Section 9.

Using a similar simulation set-up to that of Kruggel-Emden et al.
[20], with spherical particles constructed with the MS-DEM colliding
with a wall, Kodam and co-workers [22] highlighted two errors that
can be encountered when using the MS-DEM. Comparison of dynam-
ics occurring from MS-DEM particle collision with that of a classical
sphere, demonstrates that over-stiffness and over-damping effects can
occur. Over-stiffness was identified as occurring when multiple con-
stitutive spheres are simultaneously in contact (multi-contact point),
over-damping was identified as occurring when velocity dependant
damping is employed at a multi-contact point, both effects are to be
discussed in great detail later. To solve the over-stiffness errors, Kodam
et al. [22] suggested a procedure for adjusting multiple aspects of
the given force model before simulations are carried out, by calibrat-
ing against the results of well defined interactions using a spherical
benchmark. However, it is not clear how this calibration procedure
could accurately be carried out for irregular particle interactions, which
likely do not have predetermined well-defined interactions for com-
parison. Additionally, even the results from the well-defined spherical
comparison are not consistent over the duration of a contact with
respect to their benchmarks, however, an overall improvement from
a ‘default’ MS-DEM procedure is achieved. No general solution for the
over-damping effects were proposed, with Kodam et al. [22] suggesting
that hysteric force models should be used to include damping in the MS-
DEM, while recommending velocity based damping should be avoided.
Additionally, in the work of Kodam et al. [22] tangential forces were
not discussed.

In addition to the solutions proposed by Kruggel-Emden et al. [20]
and Kodam et al. [22] to mitigate MS-DEM collision errors, Höhner
et al. [23] have put forward an incremental technique to specifically
address over-damping and over-stiffness errors. In this approach, the
forces resulting from a multi-contact problem are advanced incre-
mentally at each time step whilst being averaged over the number
of contact points. Using a nearly identical set-up to Kruggel-Emden
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Table 1
Previously identified errors and proposed solutions.

Error Identified cause Proposed solution(s)

Artificial
roughness

Low fidelity particle
representation.

To increase particle fidelity
[19].

Over-stiffness Occurrence of multiple
contact points.

A priori adjustment of model
parameters [22,24]. Adjust
model parameters with
number of contact points
within a simulation [23,24].

Over-damping Occurrence of multiple
contact points with
velocity based damping.

A priori adjustment of model
parameters [24]. Adjust model
parameters with number of
contact points within a
simulation [23,24], and avoid
velocity based damping [22].

et al. [20] and Kodam et al. [22], the dynamics of a collision of
spherical particle constructed using the MS-DEM are shown to be in
excellent agreement with a spherical benchmark when this approach is
implemented. Moreover, tangential forces are addressed in this method,
unlike the proposals of Kodam et al. [22]. A possible draw back of this
method is the additional memory and inter-processor communication
overhead required for implementation. Additionally, small time steps
may be required to ensure stability and accurate results, increasing the
overall simulation time [23].

A recent study investigating the over-stiffness and over-damping
errors highlighted by the aforementioned works has been carried out
by Chow et al. [24]. They compared wall impact collisions of ellip-
soidal particles, specifically, the dynamics of an analytically defined
ellipsoid particle and an MS-DEM ellipse. The authors then proposed
two methods to mitigate the effect of over-stiffness and over-damping.
One method is an adjustment of force model parameters before running
a simulation, similar to the suggestions of Kodam et al. [22]. Therefore,
it suffers from the same weaknesses, i.e. accurately carrying out a
calibration procedure for irregular particle interactions. The second
method Chow et al. [24] proposed is similar to the incremental ap-
proach proposed by Höhner et al. [23]. The former approach was
moderately successful at mitigating errors, whilst the latter was shown
to be highly effective for the contact models and scenarios investigated.

The proposed solutions of three currently identified errors that can
occur when using the MS-DEM, are summarised in Table 1.

2. Aims and methods

Despite the amount of previous work aimed at addressing short
comings with the MS-DEM, as will be shown in the remainder of
this study, there is still scope for improving the proposed methods
accounting for the identified over-stiffness and over-damping effects.
As such, this work aims to expand on the previous works investigat-
ing the validity of contact models for the MS-DEM in several ways.
Firstly, All of the previous works focus on particle–wall interactions,
whereas in this work, the more general case of inter-particle collisions
is considered. Additionally, all of the previous works have focused on
convex particles, i.e. only one collision point is present at any given
time. In the current study, concave and convex particle interactions are
investigated as outlined in Section 4. The analysis conducted is aimed to
be the most general evaluation performed on MS-DEM contact models
so far, as linear and non-linear models are investigated along with
tangential forces and the resulting effects on friction. This includes an
in depth analysis of contact surface areas which has not been addressed
in the context of the MS-DEM. Moreover, the errors with the MS-DEM
uncovered and discussed in this work are investigated rigorously with
analytical solutions as well as simulations, with the proposed solutions
in this work intended to be as general as possible. Finally, the merits
and deficiencies of the previously proposed solutions to the already
3

s

documented errors for the MS-DEM are discussed with comparison to
the newly proposed solutions.

The testing procedures used for the simulations in this work are
highly idealised by design, as this allows fair comparison to analytical
results. Additionally, these idealised collision scenarios allow for easier
identification of errors, as more complex scenarios could potentially
contain multiple sources of error. Also, where appropriate, discussion
of errors and solutions is given in the context of less idealised collision
scenarios. This study is structured in the following manner. To begin,
the contact models under consideration will be presented, along with
a discussion of the MS-DEM algorithm in Section 3. Then the types
of contact which can occur in an MS-DEM collision will be discussed
in Section 4. Following this, the simulation procedures to investigate
various normal collision scenarios will be introduced in Section 5, with
analytical derivations and their respective results given in Appendices A
and B. The testing procedures for evaluating the effects of contact
area topology are outlined in Section 6, including an investigation of
tangential and frictional forces, followed by the results of those tests. A
summary of all errors found in the preceding sections is given in Sec-
tion 7, before solutions to these errors are proposed in Section 8. Using
all of the test cases outlined for this work, a comparison of the efficacy
of the newly proposed solutions with the previous suggestions given in
the literature is provided in Section 9. Numerical considerations for the
proposed solutions are discussed in Section 10. Finally, in Section 11,
considerations for future areas of investigation and conclusions are
given.

3. Contact models and the MS-DEM algorithm

3.1. Linear models

Two linear spring dash-pot models will be investigated in this work
and are defined here for spherical interactions. Both use the same
spring/conservative forces, with the forms differing with respect to the
damping term. The first of the linear spring dash-pot models, Eqs. (1)
and (2), uses a velocity dependent damping term whilst explicitly using
the reduced/effective mass (reduced and effective will be used inter-
changeably), 𝑚𝑒, of two interacting particles 𝑖 and 𝑗 which can be
efined with 𝑚𝑒 = 𝑚𝑖𝑚𝑗∕(𝑚𝑖 + 𝑚𝑗 ). The normal and tangential forces
btained from this model are given by

⃗𝑛
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘𝑛𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒

⃗̇𝛿𝑛𝑖𝑗 , (1)

nd

⃗𝑡
𝑖𝑗 = −𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡𝑚𝑒

⃗̇𝛿𝑡𝑖𝑗 , (2)

espectively, where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the overlap between particles 𝑖 and 𝑗; 𝑛𝑖𝑗 is the
nit normal vector in the direction of the line connecting the centres
f particle 𝑗 to 𝑖; and 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑡 are spring stiffness constants acting
n the normal and tangential directions respectively [25]. The normal
nd tangential damping constants are given by 𝛾𝑛 and 𝛾𝑡 respectively.
he respective normal and tangential relative velocities are denoted by
⃗̇𝑛
𝑖𝑗 and ⃗̇𝛿𝑡𝑖𝑗 , with 𝑆 being the elastic shear displacement which is the
angential analogue of 𝛿𝑖𝑗 . The second form of linear spring dash-pot
odel investigated uses a purely velocity based damping mechanism

22], given with

⃗𝑛
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑘𝑛𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 𝛾𝑛 ⃗̇𝛿

𝑛
𝑖𝑗 , (3)

nd

⃗𝑡
𝑖𝑗 = −𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡 ⃗̇𝛿

𝑡
𝑖𝑗 , (4)

here all symbols share meanings with Eqs. (1) and (2), with the
iscrepancy that the damping constants of the two models must use
ifferent dimensions (i.e. time 𝑇 , length 𝐿 and mass 𝑀) with [𝛾𝑛, 𝛾𝑡] =
−1 for the 𝑚𝑒 based terms, whereas [𝛾𝑛, 𝛾𝑡] = 𝑇 −1𝑀 when purely
elocity based damping is employed. For both forms of model the
tiffness constants have identical dimensions of [𝑘 , 𝑘 ] = 𝑇 −2𝑀 .
𝑛 𝑡
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3.2. Non-linear models

Non-linear Hertzian contact models, using an explicit reduced mass
damping term for normal and tangential forces, are determined for
spherical interactions as

𝐹 𝑛
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

𝑘𝑛𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒
⃗̇𝛿𝑛𝑖𝑗
)

, (5)

and

𝐹 𝑡
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

−𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡𝑚𝑒
⃗̇𝛿𝑡𝑖𝑗
)

, (6)

respectively, where 𝑅𝑒 = 𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑗∕(𝑟𝑖 + 𝑟𝑗 ) is the effective radius, with the
radii of contacting particles 𝑖 and 𝑗 given as 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑟𝑗 respectively
[26,27]. Meanwhile the purely velocity based damping models are
given with

𝐹 𝑛
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

𝑘𝑛𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 𝛾𝑛 ⃗̇𝛿
𝑛
𝑖𝑗

)

, (7)

and

𝐹 𝑡
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

−𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡 ⃗̇𝛿
𝑡
𝑖𝑗

)

. (8)

All other symbols are perfectly analogues to those in the linear models,
but the dimensions of the model parameters are modified accordingly.
The stiffness constants for both models have dimensions [𝑘𝑛, 𝑘𝑡] =
−1𝑇 −2𝑀 , for the 𝑚𝑒 based model the damping parameters have dimen-

ions [𝛾𝑛, 𝛾𝑡] = 𝐿−1𝑇 −1 and for the purely velocity based damping model
he parameter dimensions are [𝛾𝑛, 𝛾𝑡] = 𝐿−1𝑇 −1𝑀 . Additionally, it is
oted that Hertzian models were developed such that parameters can
e calculated directly from material properties of the interacting par-
icles, see Brilliantov et al. [26] as an example, rather than calibrated
rom experiment as is common for the linear models. Moreover, when
he viscoelastic damping component is excluded from the non-linear
odels (analysed in Section 5.5) the classical Hertz–Mindlin normal

nd tangential force models are recovered [27].
For the remainder of this work, the following nomenclature will be

sed to distinguish the different forms of model outlined above. For the
inear models explicitly using an effective mass -Eqs. (1) and (2)- will
e referred to as Model M. Meanwhile the non-linear models explicitly
sing an effective mass -Eqs. (5) and (6)- will be referred to as Model
LM. Similarly, the linear -Eqs. (3) and (4)- and non-linear models -
qs. (7) and (8)- using a purely velocity dependant damping mechanism
ill be referred to as Model V and Model NLV respectively. For all

ases, where required, distinction between the normal and tangential
orces will be made explicitly.

.3. Friction

In conjunction with the linear and non-linear models Eqs. (1) to (8),
Coulomb friction coefficient 𝜇𝑝 is often employed to model a stick

nd slip behaviour which is investigated in this work. This is done by
equiring an effective tangential force 𝐹 ′𝑡

𝑘,𝑖𝑗 = min{‖𝐹 𝑡
𝑘,𝑖𝑗‖, 𝜇𝑝‖𝐹

𝑛
𝑘,𝑖𝑗‖}𝑡𝑘,

here 𝑡𝑘 = 𝐹 𝑡
𝑘,𝑖𝑗∕‖𝐹

𝑡
𝑘,𝑖𝑗‖ and 𝑘 = [1, 2, 3] is the given direction in

artesian coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧).

.4. MS-DEM algorithm: Force summation

Interestingly, the majority of specifics regarding a given MS-DEM
lgorithm are not actually relevant as a source of any of the errors
iscussed in this work. In particular, the solution of particle kinematics
lays no role, i.e. the handling of rotation matrices/quaternions or the
pecific time integration technique. Interested readers can consult the
ollowing sources for information of how the kinematics of such prob-
ems can be solved [15,28]. The only part of the MS-DEM algorithm
ontributing to the source of errors (will be made clearer later), is
he force summation procedure between particles, i.e. after all particle
ontact points have been identified, the following formula is applied

�⃗�𝐵 =
𝑁𝑐
∑

𝐹 𝑐
𝐴𝐵 , (9)
4

𝑐=1
here 𝐹𝐴𝐵 is the total force acting on the MS-DEM particle 𝐴 from MS-
EM particle 𝐵, the superscript 𝑐 denotes a contact point, specifically a
ontact between a pair of interacting constituent spheres, with 𝑁𝑐 the
otal number of contact points between 𝐴 and 𝐵. An important point
o note here is that this procedure is found not only for the MS-DEM,
ut many other techniques for simulating non-spherical particles. This
ncludes polyhedra methods [29] and for rigid particles constructed
ith non-spherical constituents [30]. As such, the sources of error and
any of the solutions given here may generally valid for these methods

n addition to the MS-DEM.

. Types of multi-sphere contacts

An important distinction made in this work is the identification of
wo types of MS-DEM contact. The first of which has been termed here
s a computational multi-contact point (see Fig. 1(a)). For this species,
ultiple constituent spheres are simultaneously involved in a contact,

hat is intended to represent a single real/natural contact point. The
econd species of contact has been called the natural multi-contact
oint (see Fig. 1(b)). In this scenario, real distinct contacts are detected
s may occur at local concavities.

The computational multi-contact point was the subject of the pre-
ious discussed MS-DEM validity studies (see Section 1), though the
atural multi-contact scenario has not been thoroughly investigated.
s will be discussed in depth later, the type of contact has a significant

mpact on the form of error that can be encountered and therefore the
espective solution.

. Collision testing and analytical solutions

.1. Testing procedures

Three different particle–particle collision tests: A, B and C, have
een developed to investigate normal collision scenarios. For Case
, a normal collision of particles that contain 𝑁𝑠 non-overlapping
onstituent spheres, is set-up such that there are 𝑁𝑐 = 𝑁𝑠 contact
oints as shown in Fig. 2(a). Case A, is designed to be an idealised
epresentation of a natural multi-contact point problem. For this test
ase, the ideal/correct results expected are of identical dynamics in
omparison to the spherical benchmark set-up in the same configura-
ion (see Fig. 2(c)), in other words, a dynamic response independent of
𝑠 should be obtained. This is because in a normal collision using this

est case, the contact properties (area, overlap, relative velocities and
odel parameters) are identical for each contact point 𝑐, which should

herefore each yield the same force responses as that of a single sphere,
.e. regardless of the model 𝐹𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑐𝐹 𝑐

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑐𝐹𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 where 𝐹𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 is
he force resulting from the spherical benchmark. Moreover, the mass
f each MS-DEM particle is proportional to the number of constituent
pheres. Therefore, the proportional increase in force and mass should
roduce the same dynamic response as a spherical benchmark.

For Case B, a normal collision of particles that contain 𝑁𝑠 non-
verlapping constituent spheres is set-up such that there are 𝑁𝑐 = 1
ontact points as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). The utility of Case B is to
nvestigate the effect of increasing particle mass, whilst maintaining the
ame model parameters and collision properties (contact area etc.). Ex-
erimental collision tests between spherical particles, show a decrease
n coefficient of restitution and increase in energy loss as the masses
f the spheres is increased as shown by Goldsmith [31] and Aryaei
t al. [32]. A caveat is that the effective radii of the interacting spheres
as increased commensurately, with no experiments fixing the contact

adii whilst increasing the particle mass readily available. However,
ignificantly increasing the mass of the interacting particles has a
omparatively small impact on the change on 𝑅𝑒. For example, by
earranging the calculation of a sphere volume given by 𝑉𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 =
∕3𝜋𝑟3, it is easily shown that doubling the mass of spheres in a given
ollision (assuming constant density) only increases the effective radius
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Fig. 2. Examples of 𝑁𝑠 = 2 for all test cases, where the red spheres and blue spheres distinguish the MS-DEM particles. (a) 𝑁𝑐 = 𝑁𝑠 = 2. (b) 𝑁𝑐 = 1 and 𝑁𝑠 = 2. (c) For Case C, 𝑁𝑠 = 2
and 𝑁𝑐 = 4, alternatively when representing the spherical benchmark 𝑁𝑠 = 𝑁𝑐 = 1. Each case is configured such that only 2 MS-DEM particles are in contact at a given time. The
black lines indicate the periodic boundaries, with the periodic images visible on either side.
by ≈ 26%. Moreover, the theoretical elastic–plastic collision model
of Thornton [33], predicts that increasing the effective mass should
decrease the coefficient of restitution, even if 𝑅𝑒 is held constant. As
such, it is assumed here that the qualitative findings of the experimental
data would remain unchanged for Case B, hence an increase in damping
is assumed to be the accurate behaviour.

Finally, for Case C, a normal collision of ‘compound’ spheres is
performed, with compound spheres defined as having 𝑁𝑠 constituent
spheres of identical diameter with no spacing between their centres.
This test case is shown in Fig. 2(c) and the construction of the com-
pound shape is given in Fig. 2(d). This test case is designed to be
an idealised representation of a computational multi-contact problem,
specifically contacts between extremely high fidelity surface represen-
tations. Importantly, Case C is chosen to remove any discrepancies
caused by artificial roughness and results in 𝑁𝑐 = 𝑁2

𝑠 contact points.
In addition to these test cases, a classical spherical DEM benchmark is
generated for comparison using a set-up identical to that presented in
Fig. 2(c). The correct physical response expected of Case C is the same
criteria as Case A, i.e. identical to the spherical benchmark.

All test cases are imparted with the same initial relative velocity,
�̇�0, for which all results (non-dimensional quantities) presented are
independent. The simulations are quasi-one dimensional with only
one degree of freedom explored, with all particles three dimensional.
All the simulations are performed using periodic images (see Fig. 2)
with the particles always involved in contact with either a particle in
the domain or with a periodic image, which will produce sinusoidal
velocity responses for a convenient comparison with analytical results.
For all test cases, the velocity responses, coefficient of restitution 𝑒 =
|�̇�′∕�̇�|, with �̇� and �̇�′ the pre- and post-collision velocities respectively,
and the duration of contact, 𝑡𝑐 , resulting from each collision are inves-
tigated. These tests are carried out for 𝑁𝑠 ∈ [2...20], with 𝑁𝑐 varying
accordingly for each test case. All the contact models are investigated
numerically and compared against the classical spherical DEM results
(only normal forces are considered for these tests). Analytical deriva-
tions are given in Appendix A for the linear models to compliment
the simulation results and determine the sources of error. In addition,
a breakdown of each force component (conservative and damping)
for these tests is performed to identify errors. All the simulations are
performed using LAMMPS (Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator) [34], which has been modified for this work.

Cases A and B as well as the spherical benchmark use identical
sphere diameters and densities (for all models). Case C uses the same di-
5

ameter as the other test cases, however, the density of each constituent
sphere is adjusted so that the total mass of the particle is equivalent to
the spherical benchmark. All model parameters are selected such that
they yield a restitution coefficient 𝑒 = 0.9 for the spherical benchmark
using a given model. Keeping the same parameter values for all tests is
important to establish the forms of error which can be incurred, as the
effect of particle morphology can only be identified if all other control
variables remain constant. For Model M and Model V, the 𝛾𝑛 values are
found for a given 𝑒 and 𝑘𝑛 using the appropriate solutions provided in
Appendix A. For Model NLM and Model NLV, the normal stiffness and
damping parameters are found numerically for the spherical benchmark
for the given �̇�0. For the test cases introduced later which consider
tangential forces (see Section 6), the tangential parameters for the
linear and non-linear models are calculated as 𝑘𝑡 = 1∕2𝑘𝑛 and 𝛾𝑡 =
2∕7𝛾𝑛. All the other experiments and analytical work carried out later in
the study use identical parameter values to those determined for these
tests.

5.2. Analytical comparison

For Cases A–C, linear second-order homogeneous differential equa-
tions can be constructed to describe the particle system and are de-
veloped for each linear model and test case, see Table A.4. The main
purpose of this analytical treatment, in contrast to depending solely
on simulations, is to provide a rigorous understanding of the potential
errors. Moreover, the analytical results lend confidence to the data
generated from the simulations, as all the analytical results are in
agreement with the simulation data. For the remainder of this study,
all results pertaining to the analytical solutions (Model M and V) are
provided in Appendix B.

5.3. Results and discussion

In this section, the change in 𝑒, the relative contact duration 𝑡∗𝑐 and
the normalised velocity response �̇�∗ are presented for Cases A–C with
respect to 𝑁𝑠. The relative contact duration is defined as 𝑡∗𝑐 = 𝑡𝑐∕𝑡𝑐,𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
where 𝑡𝑐 is the contact duration for the given test case and 𝑡𝑐,𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 is the
contact duration of the relevant spherical benchmark. The normalised
velocity response for a given test case and 𝑁𝑠 is given by �̇�∗ = �̇�∕�̇�𝑜
where �̇�𝑜 is the particle velocity at 𝑡 = 0. Moreover, the normalised
velocity responses are plotted with respect to a normalised time given
by 𝑡∗ = 𝑡∕𝑡𝑐 where 𝑡 is the simulation time and 𝑡𝑐 is the contact duration
of the given test scenario found in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). Therefore, 𝑡∗ = 5

is the time at which a fifth collision has been completed using the
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Fig. 3. Changes in 𝑒 and 𝑡∗𝑐 with respect to 𝑁𝑠 for each contact model and all test cases. 𝑚𝑒 Model corresponds to Model M and NLM data, with Vel. Model corresponding to
Model V and NLV.
periodic configurations shown in Fig. 2. As the tests are quasi-one
dimensional and use rigid bodies, each constituent sphere in a given
particle has the same velocity response. Similarly, each distinct contact
point has the same contact duration. All results, in this and in later
sections investigating other test configurations (see, Sections 6 and 9)
are extracted from the simulation data.

As a reminder, for Case A, a physically accurate model should
produce system dynamics independent of 𝑁𝑠. As such, using Model M,
the change in 𝑒 with respect to 𝑁𝑠, (𝑁𝑠 = 𝑁𝑐 for test A) depicted in
Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that significant over-damping occurs. Even with
just 2 contact points, 𝑁𝑐 = 2, the coefficient of restitution decreases
by approximately 10%. This extreme over-damping is accompanied by
a slight increase in contact duration as is evidenced in Fig. 3(c). The
extremity of this dissipation is also evident in the velocity responses
shown in Fig. 4(a). Using Model NLM the results are qualitatively
identical to model M, as shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(c) and 4(b). However the
over-damping effect is marginally smaller in magnitude than the linear
case. Interestingly, Model V or Model NLV results in no deviations with
respect to the spherical benchmark for Case A as is shown in Figs. 3(b),
3(d) and 4, i.e. the behaviour is correct. The corroborating analytical
results are shown in Figs. B.19 and B.20.

For Case B, an accurate contact model is expected to produce
additional damping in comparison to the spherical benchmark. Using
Model M with this test case, the change in 𝑒 with respect to 𝑁𝑠, 𝑁𝑐 = 1,
given in Fig. 3(a), clearly demonstrates additional damping, as 𝑒 is
inversely correlated to 𝑁 . This additional damping is coincident with
6

𝑠

a significant increase in the contact duration as shown in Fig. 3(c),
with the increased damping also evident in the velocity responses as
given in Fig. 5(a). As with Case A, Model NLM results in qualitatively
very similar behaviour to Model M, with the non-linear results showing
a slight increase in damping (see Figs. 3(a) and 5(b)). Therefore, the
evident additional damping demonstrates that Model M and Model
NLM show accurate physical behaviour. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the
inverse of the Model M and NLM behaviour occurs when Model V and
NLV are used, i.e. 𝑒 increases as 𝑁𝑠 increases. Meanwhile, Model V and
Model NLV both display an increase in contact duration. The effect of
the increase in coefficient of restitution on the velocity response of the
particles is given in Fig. 5(a). Model NLV shows a qualitatively identical
response to Model V, though is slightly less sensitive in terms of the
increase in 𝑒 (see Figs. 3(b), 3(d) and 5(b)). Using the success criteria
for the Case B, the behaviour of increasing 𝑒 demonstrated by Model
V and MLV is evidently erroneously/unnaturally under-damping. For
Model M and Model V, all the results are corroborated analytically, as
shown in Figs. B.19 and B.21.

Finally, for Case C (𝑁𝑐 = 𝑁2
𝑠 ), Model M results in identical over-

damping behaviour to Case A, as demonstrated in Figs. 3(a) and 6(a).
However, the contact duration significantly decreases as 𝑁𝑠 increases,
indicating over stiffness (see the following section for more details).
Additionally, Model V results in identical behaviour to Model M, as
shown in Figs. 3(b), 3(d) and 6(a). The respective non-linear models
show identical qualitative behaviour to the linear models. However,
Model NLM shows some additional over-damping in comparison to
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Fig. 4. Test A’s velocity responses. (a) 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V. (b) 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model NLM data, with
Vel. model corresponding to Model NLV. All 𝑁𝑠 represents 𝑁𝑠 independent results acquired from Models V and NLV. Bench is the spherical benchmark data.
Fig. 5. Test B’s velocity responses, only 𝑁𝑠 = 5 is shown to improve figure clarity. (a) 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V. (b) 𝑚𝑒
model corresponds to Model NLM data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model NLV. Bench is the spherical benchmark data.
Model NLV as shown in Fig. 6(b). Again the analytical results confirm
the findings of the simulation data as shown in Figs. B.19 and B.22.

In the following subsections the causes of the aforementioned devi-
ations from the spherical benchmarks are discussed by breaking down
the relevant components of force, i.e. conservative elastic forces and
damping forces for a single collision.

5.4. Analysis of force components

In order to deconstruct the force components, a slight modification
is made in the boundary conditions from the original set-up used for the
test cases A–C. Each test case is set-up with an identical fixed overlap
𝛿 = 𝛿𝑜 and no initial velocity as shown in Fig. 7. The evolution of
each force component can then be easily compared between each test
case for the duration of the contact. The focus here is on the linear
models Eqs. (1) and (3) for convenience, with the results verified by
the analytical results given in Appendix B. The non-linear models show
qualitatively identical results to the linear cases which are shown in
7

Appendix B, but are not discussed here for the sake of brevity. Fur-
thermore, all the results are for normal collisions only, with tangential
forces explored in the next section. The analytical solutions require
slight modification for this test setup due to the change in boundary
conditions which are provided in Appendix A.1.

The force components to be examined are the conservative and
damping components, i.e. 𝐹𝐶 and 𝐹𝐷 respectively. The term ‘‘con-
servative’’ refers to the terms involving 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑡 in Eqs. (1) to (8),
while the ‘‘damping’’ refers to the terms that involve 𝛾𝑛 and 𝛾𝑡. All force
components are plotted against the dimensionless overlap, presented as
a percentage, given by 𝛿∗ = (𝛿∕𝛿𝑜) × 100 (see Fig. 7). The particles are
initially imparted with an overlap of 5% (relative to the sphere radii).
The results are, however, independent of this initial value.

5.5. Conservative forces

For all the test cases, Model M and Model V have identical responses
with respect to conservative forces. For Case A, the results in Fig. 8
clearly demonstrate that the resulting conserved forces are larger by
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Fig. 6. Test C’s velocity responses. (a) 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V. (b) 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model NLM data, with
Vel. model corresponding to Model NLV. Bench is the spherical benchmark data.
Fig. 7. Force deconstruction test for spherical benchmark (or test C) at both the initial, 𝛿∗ = 100(%), and final stages, 𝛿∗ = 0(%), where 𝛿∗ = (𝛿∕𝛿𝑜) × 100.
Fig. 8. 𝐹 𝐶 is the conservative force at a given 𝛿∗, with 𝐹 𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 the conservative force of the appropriate spherical benchmark at the same 𝛿∗. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds

to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V. Bench is the spherical benchmark data, for which Model M and Model V produce identical results.
a factor of 𝑁𝑠 in comparison to the spherical benchmark with the
total conservative force given by 𝐹𝐶

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑠𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝑁𝑐𝐹𝐶

𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, where
𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 is the conservative force obtained from the spherical benchmark.

However, for this test case, in the context of a natural multi-contact
problem, these higher resulting forces should be considered correct.
8

This is because all distinct contact points have identical properties
and hence, should produce the same force response as the spherical
benchmark. For Case B, the conservative forces are identical to that
of the spherical benchmark as would be expected. Meanwhile, Case
C demonstrates a conservative force 𝑁2 higher than the benchmark
𝑠
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Fig. 9. For (a) and (b), 𝐹𝐷 is the damping force at a given 𝛿∗, with 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 the damping force of the appropriate spherical benchmark at the same 𝛿∗. For (c) and (d), �̇� is the

relative velocity at a given 𝛿∗, with �̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 the relative velocity response the appropriate spherical benchmark at the same 𝛿∗. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M
data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V. Bench is the spherical benchmark data, for which Model M and Model V produce identical results.
i.e. 𝐹𝐶
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁2

𝑠 𝐹
𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝑁𝑐𝐹𝐶

𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒. In this instance, a computational
multi-contact point is present with the resulting over estimation being
unnatural and demonstrating the canonical over-stiffness problem. All
of these results are corroborated analytically as shown in Figs. B.23(a)
and B.23(b) and the non-linear results are quantitatively identical as
shown in Figs. B.25(a) and B.25(b).

5.6. Damping forces

For Case A, as evidenced in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), Model M shows
additional damping by (𝑁2

𝑠 ). This (𝑁2
𝑠 ) damping behaviour in com-

parison to the (𝑁𝑠) conservative behaviour is what results in over-
damping as described in Section 5.3. It is not immediately clear why
this would be the case from Eq. (1), however focus on the 𝑚𝑒 term
elucidates the reasoning for this result. Using the MS-DEM summation
procedure given by Eq. (9) (for only the damping component) results
in 𝐹𝐷

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑐 (𝛾𝑛𝑚′
𝑒
⃗̇𝛿𝑛𝐴𝐵), with 𝑚′

𝑒 = 𝑁𝑠𝑚𝑒 where 𝑚𝑒 is the effective
mass of the spherical benchmark, reduces the total damped force to
𝐹𝐷
𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁2

𝑠 (𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒
⃗̇𝛿𝑛𝐴𝐵) with 𝑁𝑠 = 𝑁𝑐 for Case A, which is the source of the

(𝑁2
𝑠 ) disparity in comparison to the spherical benchmark. However,

this behaviour is not constant over the duration of contact as is clear
in Fig. 9(b), as 𝑡𝑐 is increased in comparison to the benchmark. This is
demonstrated in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d), where the velocity in comparison
to the spherical response decreases slightly towards the end of the
contact. For Model V, the damping forces are increased by (𝑁𝑠), which
is true also for the conservative forces as described in Section 5.5.
9

As such, with the mass increasing by a factor 𝑁𝑠, there is no change
in the overall dynamics of this test case with respect to the spherical
benchmark (same values for 𝑒, 𝑡𝑐 and �̇�) explaining the correct results
obtained in Section 5.3. Moreover, in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) it is evident
that the velocity response is identical over the duration of the contact.

For Case B, using Model M, there is an additional damping observed
of approximately 30% in comparison to the spherical benchmark as
shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). This occurs as the mass (and volume
of the particle) has increased in comparison to the benchmark, whilst
the conservative force produced must be identical to that of the spher-
ical case as demonstrated in Section 5.5. Therefore, this leads to a
relative decrease in �̇� in comparison to the benchmark as shown in
Figs. 9(c) and 9(d). However, this decrease in relative velocity does
not decrease the magnitude of damping as may first be expected. The
(natural/correct) over-damping in comparison to the benchmark is due
to the increase in reduced mass, given by 𝑚′

𝑒 = 𝑁𝑠𝑚𝑒, which is large
enough to account for the additional damping observed in Figs. 9(a)
and 9(b) with the total damping force 𝐹𝐷

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁𝑠𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒�̇� > 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 =

𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒�̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒. By contrast, Model V shows a decrease in damping force by
approximately 30%. This is due to the lower �̇� obtained relative to the
benchmark (Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)) which is simply scaled with the same
damping parameter as that of the benchmark, i.e. the total damping
force is reduced as demonstrated by 𝐹𝐷

𝐴𝐵 = 𝛾𝑛�̇� < 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 = 𝛾𝑛�̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒.

Finally, Case C using Model M and Model V results in substantial
over-damping on the (𝑁3

𝑠 ). For this test case, as shown in Figs. 9(c)
and 9(d), �̇� ≈ 𝑁 �̇� is caused by the (𝑁2) over-stiffness behaviour
𝑠 𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑠
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Fig. 10. Test D configuration.

outlined in Section 5.5. Additionally, the total damping force responses
as given by Eq. (9), reduces to 𝐹𝐷

𝐴𝐵 = 𝑁2
𝑠 𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒�̇� ≈ 𝑁3

𝑠 𝛾𝑛𝑚𝑒�̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 (with
a similar expression for Model V) causing the overall (𝑁3

𝑠 ) increase
in damping. In turn, the damping is approximately (𝑁𝑠) higher than
the concurrent conservative forces causing over-damping dynamics in
comparison to the benchmarks whilst simultaneously being over-stiff.

Again, for all the results shown here, analytical verification is
shown in Figs. B.24(a) to B.24(d), with qualitatively identical results
obtained for Model NLM and Model NLV as shown in Figs. B.26(a)
to B.26(d). These qualitatively similar responses obtained for the non-
linear models with respect to the linear models, cause the qualitative
similarity between the linear and non-liner models observed in the 𝑒,
𝑡∗𝑐 and �̇�∗ results given in Section 5.3. Before moving on to discuss
any possible solutions of the errors outlined in this and the preceding
section, focus is given to the effect of area topology, tangential forces
and frictional dynamics.

6. Area topology, tangential forces and friction testing

6.1. Testing procedures

One potential issue that has not been explored is the effect of area
topology on force responses with the MS-DEM, which is relevant for the
non-linear models given by Eqs. (5) and (7). Therefore, only non-linear
results are presented, with all the data extracted from simulations. To
investigate the effect of surface areas, a new test case, D, has been
set-up, see Fig. 10. The reason for choosing this test case, is that
high constituent sphere overlaps with variable radii could be the best
method to approximate a given morphology with high fidelity. Case D
is very similar to that of Case C, however, the construction is performed
with particles using variable radii as shown in Fig. 10.

Only the case of 𝑁𝑠 = 2 is investigated, with one outer particle
with identical diameter to those used in the previous test cases i.e
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, where 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 is the radius of the spherical benchmark. The
second particle is given a radius of 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2, and positioned so
that the outer edges of both particles are in contact. Case C is then
directly compared with Case D using the non-linear models. They are
first compared using the same force deconstruction procedure used in
the previous section(s). Following this, both tests are used to investigate
the effect of friction with simulation set-up shown in Fig. 11. In this
set-up, the particles are given a fixed overlap, before being moved
relative to each other tangentially at a constant speed. This allows for
determination of the effect of the area topology on tangential forces
and therefore friction behaviour. All test cases uses a inter particle
friction coefficient of 𝜇𝑝 = 0.5. For the results shown, only Model NLM
is presented as Model NLV results in qualitatively identical behaviour,
with identical sources of error as will be discussed shortly.

6.2. Results

As shown in Fig. 12(a), the conservative force response of Case C is
4 times higher than that of the spherical benchmark, meanwhile Case D
has a force of approximately 3.3 times higher than the benchmark case.
Therefore, the different total contact areas which are encoded within
Eq. (5) by the

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒 term, must be having a non-trivial impact on
the force responses. As the 𝛿𝑖𝑗 are the same for all contacts at 𝑡 = 0,
the differences (in general) between the total areas of each test case
10
Table 2
Newly identified errors and their causes.

Error Identified cause

Over-damping in natural
multi-contact problem.

Use of a traditional effective mass.

Under-damping. Increasing particle mass, with purely
velocity based damping parameters
remaining constant.

Contact area topology: Stiffness
and damping inconsistencies.

Variable radii present in a
computational multi-contact point using
non-linear models.

can be quantified with
√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
∑𝑁𝑐

𝑐=1
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑐 where 𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 is the total
computed effective radius of the MS-DEM particles as would be found
using Eq. (9) and 𝑅𝑒,𝑐 is the effective radius of a specific contact. For
Case C,

√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 = 2
√

2√𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 whilst Case D results in the lower value
√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 = 2.36√𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, explaining the difference in the force responses
(see Appendix A.2 for details). For the damping components, analogous
behaviour occurs, with Case C showing over damping by ≈ 7.7 times the
spherical benchmark, with Case D showing over damping ≈ 6 times the
spherical benchmark. The higher over-damping in comparison to the
over-stiffness is due to the different resulting velocities as discussed in
the previous section (see the note on the (𝑁3

𝑠 ) damping behaviour of
Case C given in Section 5.6). The consequences of this area topology
effect will be discussed in more detail in the following section. It is
worth noting that if the same decompositions are tested using the linear
models, test cases C and D would result in identical force responses.
As the corresponding overlaps 𝛿𝑖𝑗 are identical meaning the same
conservative forces would be calculated, with the resulting velocities
(and therefore damping forces) being identical.

For the frictional tests, given in Fig. 11, the same over-stiffness
behaviour observed in the conservative force decomposition is observed
for both the normal and tangential components as shown in Figs. 13(a)
and 13(b). This demonstrates that the errors identified so far, are also
present in the tangential forms of the contact models. For the tangential
component, the forces peak at around 𝑆∗ = 20% for both test cases,
before decreasing proportionately with the normal forces. Interestingly,
despite the previously identified errors with the normal and tangential
forces, due to the definition of the friction forces given in Section 3.3,
the overall frictional behaviour shown in Fig. 13(c) is entirely correct
and is so for all other models and test cases investigated in this work.

7. Summary of MS-DEM errors

In the previous sections, the test cases have identified a total of
5 types of errors which can occur when using the MS-DEM. Both
the previously identified errors of over-stiffness and over-damping are
present in computational multi-contact points. In addition to these
two types of error, three new types have been identified. The first is
over-damping occurring in the case of a natural multi-contact problem
using Model M or NLM, caused by additional over-damping at each
contact point due to the 𝑚𝑒 term. Another newly identified error is
the case of under-damping which was shown to occur for Case B, when
Model V or Model NLV is used. An important observation is that the
additional damping occurring for Model M and Model NLM for this
test case is identified as being accurate physical behaviour. The final
error uncovered in this work is force response sensitivity to contact
area topology when using the Hertzian models. These newly identified
errors and their respective causes are summarised in Table 2.

8. General solutions for implementing contact models for the MS-
DEM

Solutions are proposed for the newly identified errors outlined in
the previous section, beginning with the case of over-damping for the
natural multi-contact point problem, followed by the area topology
errors and the canonical over-stiffness and damping problems.
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Fig. 11. Simulation procedure for evaluating normal and tangential force components. 𝑆∗ = |𝑆|∕|𝑆𝑓 |× 100, where 𝑆𝑓 is the shear displacement at which the particles lose contact
and is the tangential analogue to 𝛿 used in the previous force decompositions.
Fig. 12. Conservative and damping force decomposition of Case C and Case D with 𝑁𝑠 = 2, using the set-up given in Fig. 7. Unlike the earlier results shown using this set-up,
the forces are normalised against the maximum of each force component generated by the appropriate spherical benchmark. This allows for clearer observation of the non-linear
responses. 𝛿∗ is defined identically to the previous force decompositions. (b) The damping forces are taken as the absolute value i.e. |𝐹𝐷

| before the ratio is taken. Bench is data
taken from the spherical benchmark.
8.1. Over-damping effects: the concept of a locally reduced mass

An alternative (though equivalent) definition of reduced/effective
mass is 𝑚𝑒 = |𝐹𝑖𝑗 |∕| ⃗̈𝛿𝑖𝑗 | where ⃗̈𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the relative acceleration of inter-
acting particles 𝑖 and 𝑗. An important point to note here is that the
aforementioned definitions of 𝑚𝑒 are for quasi-one dimensional prob-
lems with a normal collision only. Focusing on this normal collision
scenario in the context of the MS-DEM force summation procedure,
substituting the alternate definition results in the following

𝐹𝐴𝐵 =
𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1
𝐹 𝑐 , (10)

assuming 𝑚𝑒 is used on a per contact basis,

𝛿𝐴𝐵𝑚𝑒 =
𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1
𝛿𝑐𝑚𝑒, (11)

where 𝛿𝐴𝐵 and 𝛿𝑐 are the relative accelerations between the COM of
the MS-DEM particles and the relative accelerations of each contact
point respectively, with 𝑚𝑒 being the effective mass of the MS-DEM
particles. Assuming a normal collision of perfectly rigid bodies, the
11
above equation reduces to

𝛿𝐴𝐵 =
𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1
𝛿𝑐 = 𝑁𝑐𝛿𝑐 , (12)

for perfectly rigid interacting bodies acting with only translational
degrees of freedom 𝛿𝑐 = 𝛿𝐴𝐵 , which results in

𝑁𝑐 = 1. (13)

This contradiction (𝑁𝑐 can be greater than 1) demonstrates that the
use of 𝑚𝑒 on a per contact basis in a natural multi-contact scenario is by
definition incorrect. To overcome this, the definition of a local effective
mass is suggested here. Rather than be limited to the case of a normal
collision, the definition of the local effective mass is designed such
that normal and tangential force components are handled accurately.
An important property of the reduced mass as previously defined is
that it is by definition independent of the contact model. Therefore,
without loss of generality, only the conservative components of force
are required to develop a model for a locally reduced mass. As a starting
point the relative acceleration of the surfaces in contact is required,
which can be found with
⃗̈ ⃗̈ ⃗ 𝑐 𝑐
𝛿𝑐 = 𝛿𝐴𝐵 + �̇�𝐴𝐵 × 𝑟 + �⃗�𝐴𝐵 × (�⃗�𝐴𝐵 × 𝑟 ), (14)
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Fig. 13. Normal and tangential force decomposition of test Case C and test case D with 𝑁𝑠 = 2. The forces are normalised against the maximum of each force component generated
by the appropriate spherical benchmark. This allows for clearer observation of the non-linear responses. The 𝑥-axis is defined as 𝑆∗ = |𝑆|∕|𝑆𝑓 | × 100 (see Fig. 11). Bench is data
taken from the spherical benchmark.
where 𝑟𝑐 = (𝑟𝑐𝐵 − 𝑟𝑐𝐴)∕2 with 𝑟𝑐𝐴 and 𝑟𝑐𝐵 being the vectors connecting
the COM of the MS-DEM particles A and B to the given contact point 𝑐
respectively [35]. The relative angular velocity of the MS-DEM particles
is given by �⃗�𝐴𝐵 , with the relative angular acceleration denoted as
⃗̇𝜔𝐴𝐵 . Using conservative forces only, with the force at each contact is
demarcated as 𝐹 𝑐

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠, both ⃗̈𝛿𝐴𝐵 and ⃗̇𝜔𝐴𝐵 can be determined:

⃗̈𝛿𝐴𝐵 = 1
𝑚𝑒

𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1
𝐹 𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠, (15)

⃗̇𝜔𝐴𝐵 = 𝑰−1
𝐴

[𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1

(

𝐹 𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 × 𝑟𝑐𝐴

)

− �⃗�𝐴 × 𝑰𝐴�⃗�𝐴

]

−

𝑰−1
𝐵

[𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1

(

𝐹 𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 × 𝑟𝑐𝐵

)

− �⃗�𝐵 × 𝑰𝐵�⃗�𝐵

]

,

(16)

where 𝑰𝐴 and 𝑰𝐴 are the inertia tensors of MS-DEM particles A and
B respectively. Thus with the above forms, all information required
to obtain the relative acceleration at contact, when only considering
conservative forces, is readily available within a simulation. Before
finally defining the locally reduced mass terms, Eq. (14) needs to be
recast into normal and tangential components with respect to a given
contact area. Since, Eq. (14) is invariant of the chosen reference frame,
it can easily be manipulated to acquire the required components with
the normal component given by

⃗̈𝛿𝑛 = 𝑛𝑇 ⃗̈𝛿 𝑛 , (17)
12

𝑐 𝑐 𝑐 𝑐
where 𝑛𝑐 is the normal unit vector acting between the constituent
spheres centres forming a given contact ‘‘𝑐’’, a superscript ‘‘𝑇 ’’ denotes
a transpose operation. The relative tangential acceleration can then be
found with
⃗̈𝛿𝑡𝑐 =

⃗̈𝛿𝑐 − ⃗̈𝛿𝑛𝑐 . (18)

Finally, the locally reduced mass for normal and tangential force com-
ponents is defined here as:

𝑚𝑛
𝑐 =

|𝐹 𝑐,𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠|

|

⃗̈𝛿𝑛𝑐 |
, (19)

𝑚𝑡
𝑐 =

|𝐹 𝑐,𝑡
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠|

|

⃗̈𝛿𝑡𝑐 |
, (20)

where 𝐹 𝑐,𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 and 𝐹 𝑐,𝑡

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 are the normal and tangential components of the
conservative forces acting at contact 𝑐.

It is then proposed that for an MS-DEM problem that could contain
multiple natural contact points, that the linear and Hertzian models be
modified as

𝐹 𝑛
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

𝑘𝑛𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑗 − 𝛾𝑛𝑚
𝑛
𝑐
⃗̇𝛿𝑛𝑖𝑗
)

, (21)

𝐹 𝑡
𝑖𝑗 = −𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡𝑚

𝑡
𝑐
⃗̇𝛿𝑡𝑖𝑗 , (22)

and

𝐹 𝑛 =
√

𝛿 𝑅
(

𝑘 𝛿 𝑛 − 𝛾 𝑚𝑛 ⃗̇𝛿𝑛
)

, (23)
𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑗 𝑒 𝑛 𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑗 𝑛 𝑐 𝑖𝑗
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Fig. 14. Comparison of proposed solutions using Case A. All symbols and parameters have the same meaning as described for Fig. 3. Orig, is an unmodified MS-DEM result, with
𝑁𝑐 representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑐 representing the use of a locally reduced mass. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 Model corresponds to Model M and NLM data, including the locally
reduced mass, with Vel. Model corresponding to Model V and NLV.
𝐹 𝑡
𝑖𝑗 =

√

𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑅𝑒

(

−𝑘𝑡𝑆 − 𝛾𝑡𝑚
𝑡
𝑐
⃗̇𝛿𝑡𝑖𝑗
)

. (24)

An important note about the above formulations is that they assume
binary particle collisions. For dense packings with multiple interacting
MS-DEM particles, Eqs. (15) and (16) need to be modified appropri-
ately:

⃗̈𝛿𝐴𝐵 = ⃗̈𝛿𝐴 − ⃗̈𝛿𝐵 , (25)

with

⃗̈𝛿𝐴 = 1
𝑚

𝑁𝑇
∑

𝑐=1
𝐹 𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠, (26)

where 𝑚 is the mass of particle 𝐴, 𝑁𝑇 are contacts between all particles
interacting with 𝐴. The acceleration of particle B, ⃗̈𝛿𝐵 , is found in an
identical manner. The relative angular acceleration given by Eq. (16),
only requires the modification of the torque summation, to represent all
torques applied at a given time to particle A and B i.e. the total torque
on A is given by ∑𝑁𝑇

𝑐=1

(

𝐹 𝑐
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 × 𝑟𝑐𝐴

)

.

8.2. Under-damping effects

The case of under-damping, is caused by Model V or Model NLV for
which the parameter values are determined for particles with a smaller
mass. Solving this problem is actually a fairly non-trivial matter. As
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noted earlier, it is often desirable to maintain the same parameter
values in a given study with disparate particle morphologies in order to
isolate the effect of the particle shape on system dynamics. Interestingly
for this specific issue, the erroneous effects are 𝑁𝑐 dependent. As noted
earlier, for the Case A, Model V or Model NLV results in the correct
physical behaviour. As such, changing parameters based off of the mass
a priori would solve the issue for Case B, meanwhile Case A would
become erroneous. In order to accurately solve this issue, the damping
parameter would need to be altered dynamically over the course of
a simulation to ensure that consistent behaviour is observed. Such a
procedure is difficult to conceive practically and would simultaneously
fail in the goal of maintaining the same parameters. Therefore, similar
to [22], it is recommended here to avoid the use of purely velocity
based damping with the MS-DEM. However, velocity based damping
using the local effective mass terms defined in the preceding section is
recommended.

8.3. Over-stiffness, over-damping and area topology errors

Using the non-linear models, it is shown that variable radii in a
situation where a computational multi-contact problem is present has
the potential to significantly change the force response of a given
interaction. Both over-damping and over-stiffness would be present,
moreover, the exact force response of different MS-DEM structures
representing identical surfaces would be different, i.e. the smaller force
responses observed for the Case D in comparison to the Case C. This
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Fig. 15. Comparison of proposed solutions using Case C. All symbols and parameters have the same meaning as described for Fig. 3. Symbols represent simulation data, for the
linear models the solid lines are the analytical predictions, for the non-linear models the lines are included to improve clarity. Orig, represents the unmodified MS-DEM results,
with 𝑁𝑐 representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑐 representing the use of a locally reduced mass. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 Model corresponds to Model M and NLM data, including the
locally reduced mass, with Vel. Model corresponding to Model V and NLV.
is likely going to be an issue when high-fidelity particle shapes are
defined. In order to address this potential issue, it is proposed that the
maximum force generated by the constituent interactions in a compu-
tational multi-contact point, is used to represent the force generated
from that contact point, written as

𝐹𝐴𝐵 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐
𝐴𝐵). (27)

Interestingly, a by product of this procedure is that it also acts as a
new method for handling the canonical over-stiffness and over damping
problems occurring in general computational multi-contact problems as
will be shown shortly. For the remainder of this work, Eq. (27) will be
referred to as the maximum force procedure or the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure.

8.4. Previous proposals

Of the previously proposed solutions, the calibration methods will
not be investigated here due to their limited practicality as mentioned
earlier. Focus will be given to what is called here the 𝑁𝑐 procedure,
namely the division of contact force or parameter values by the number
of contact points 𝑁𝑐 . This is the suggestion, originally by Höhner et al.
[23], with a nearly identical procedure put forward by Chow et al. [24].
In this work, the 𝑁 based adjustments of Höhner et al. [23],Chow et al.
14

𝑐

[24] are collected as a single form given as

𝐹𝐴𝐵 = 1
𝑁𝑐

𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1
𝐹 𝑐
𝐴𝐵 . (28)

However, the nature of the test cases explored mean the results
from this general procedure would be identical to the specific im-
plementations proposed by both Höhner et al. [23] and Chow et al.
[24].

9. Comparison of solutions

9.1. Comparing tests A and C

In order to compare the solutions outlined above, some of test
cases developed earlier have been re-investigated using the proposed
solutions. The test case A is first investigated with respect to changes
in 𝑒 and 𝑡𝑐 as shown in Fig. 14. This represents the ideal natural multi-
contact problem for which the locally reduced mass is expected to be
a solution.

It is clear that using a local effective mass term as defined in Sec-
tion 8.1 for Case A, produces consistent results with 𝑒 and 𝑡𝑐 remaining
independent of 𝑁𝑠. Using a local effective mass, by definition, has no
influence on the Model V or NLV results as shown in Figs. 14(c) and
14(d) which remain correct for this particular test. However, it is worth
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Fig. 16. Conservative and damping force decomposition using the proposed MS-DEM solutions. All symbols and parameters are defined identically to those given in Section 5.4.
All results are for 𝑁𝑠 = 2. Orig, represents the unmodified MS-DEM results, with 𝑁𝑐 representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑐 representing the use of a locally reduced mass, with
Bench being the spherical benchmark results. In the legends, Meff. corresponds to Model M data, including the locally reduced mass, with Vel. corresponding to Model V.
pointing out that the locally reduced mass model, by its definition,
would produce accurate results for the Case B behaviour, whilst Model
V or NLV would remain erroneous. Looking at the deconstructed force
components for the locally reduced mass model as given in Figs. 16(a)
and 16(b) (Model NLM and NLV force breakdowns produce identical
results as given in Fig. B.27), shows that conservative and damping
forces remain proportional to the number of natural contact points,
rendering the correct behaviour.

For Case A, the 𝑁𝑐 procedure results in erroneous behaviour. Model
M and NLM cause excess damping (decrease in 𝑒) as shown in Fig. 14(a)
and increase in 𝑡𝑐 as 𝑁𝑠 increases as shown in Fig. 14(b). As demon-
strated in Figs. 14(c) and 14(d), using Model V or Model NLV, the 𝑁𝑐
procedure causes an increase in 𝑒 and 𝑡𝑐 as 𝑁𝑠 increases. These be-
haviours are explained by the force deconstructions given in Figs. 16(a)
and 16(b) (Model NLM and NLV force breakdowns show identical
results as given in Fig. B.27). For all contact models, the conservative
forces are identical to the benchmark. However, Model M and Model
NLM show over-damping in comparison to the benchmark, meanwhile,
Model V and Model NLV are under-damped. The explanation for this
disparity in damping behaviour is identical to that given for Case B in
Section 5.6.

Focusing now on the 𝑒 and 𝑡𝑐 behaviour resulting from changes
with 𝑁𝑠 Case C, reveals the utility of a 𝑁𝑐 procedure. For all models,
the 𝑁𝑐 procedure produces accurate results, see Fig. 15, with 𝑒 and
𝑡𝑐 independent of 𝑁𝑠. The reasoning for this is evident from the force
deconstructions given in Figs. 16(c) and 16(d) (Model NLM and NLV
15
force breakdowns show identical results as given in Fig. B.27), where
both the conservative and damping components are identical to that
of a single sphere. The locally reduced model, as shown in Figs. 15(a)
and 15(b) causes an increase in 𝑒 with 𝑡𝑐 decreasing as 𝑁𝑠 increases
(Models V and NLV are not effected). The reasoning for this behaviour
elucidated from Figs. 16(c) and 16(d) is that the damping is reduced
significantly by the use of the locally reduced mass, however, the
conservative forces are not treated by the this procedure causing the
under-damping.

To summarise briefly, the locally reduced mass model successfully
remedies the errors incurred for the case of a natural multi-contact
problem but cannot be used to solve a computational multi-contact
problem. Conversely a 𝑁𝑐 procedure yields excellent results for a
computational multi-contact problem with uniform radii, but fails to
accurately handle natural multi-contact problems.

9.2. Comparing tests C and D: area topology effects

In this section, the contact area topology testing procedures as
described in Section 6 are repeated using the newly proposed solutions.
This includes the conservative and damping force deconstruction as
well as the normal and tangential deconstruction setups outlined in Sec-
tion 6. In the previous section, the locally reduced mass was shown to
be the solution for natural multi-contact problems. However, by design
it is not equipped to solve computational multi-contact problems, and is
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Fig. 17. Conservative and damping force decomposition of Case C and Case D with 𝑁𝑠 = 2 using the proposed solutions. The forces are normalised against the maximum of each
force component generated by the appropriate spherical benchmark. 𝛿∗ is defined identically to the previous force decompositions. For (b) and (d) the damping forces are taken
as the absolute value i.e. |𝐹𝐷

| before the ratio is taken. Orig, represents the unmodified MS-DEM results, with 𝑁𝑐 representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) representing the
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure, with Bench being the spherical benchmark results.
therefore excluded here for comparison. Instead, the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure
is used to compare fairly against the 𝑁𝑐 procedure results.

Focusing on the 𝑁𝑐 procedure, when a non-linear multi-contact
problem in the form of Case C is present, the procedure can accurately
predict the conservative and damping force components as shown in
Figs. 17(a) and 17(b). This is verified with the normal and tangential
force breakdowns for Case C given in Figs. 18(a) and 18(b). However,
for Case D, the 𝑁𝑐 procedure cannot accurately predict the force re-
sponses, as evidenced in Figs. 17(c) and 17(d) in terms of conservative
and damping forces and in Figs. 18(c) and 18(d) with respect to
normal and tangential forces. In all instances, the 𝑁𝑐 division causes
an underestimation of the force values. This is caused for Case D,
as the total contact area does not have a one-to-one correspondence
to 𝑁𝑐 unlike Case C, for which the area grows proportionally with
𝑁𝑐 accounting for the correct results with the 𝑁𝑐 procedure for that
particular test case.

In contrast, the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18,
produces results commensurate with the benchmark for all the test
cases and force components. To clarify, the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure solves
both area topology inconsistencies as well as general computational
multi-contact problems. The reason the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure works well
for Case C is that, by definition, for this case it returns the expected
force of a single contact (i.e. the benchmark force response), which was
the motivation of the 𝑁𝑐 procedure. For Case D, it also has the effect
of returning the same benchmark forces, as the larger sphere contact
16
area and resulting force is used which is identical to the benchmark
configuration.

10. Numerical considerations

10.1. Implementation

The above proposals are currently implemented for binary particle
interactions. Naturally, additional considerations must be made when
implementing for large scale systems. Full implementations for both the
local effective mass and the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure will require additional
memory and communication overhead in comparison to a standard MS-
DEM algorithm. Additionally, to ensure accuracy it is recommended
that the above procedures be performed at each time step.

The concept of the local effective mass can be implemented using
the following high level scheme, which acts within a standard MS-DEM
algorithm as described in [28]:

1. Run standard contact procedure and calculate all conservative
forces acting on the particles.

2. Sum all conservative forces and torques acting on the MS-DEM
particles and communicate the required information between
processors to acquire the total conservative forces.

3. Calculate the translational and rotational accelerations of each
MS-DEM particle and store these values.
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Fig. 18. Normal and tangential force decomposition of Case C and Case D with 𝑁𝑠 = 2 using the proposed solutions. The forces are normalised against the maximum of each
force component generated by the appropriate spherical benchmark. The 𝑆∗(%) term is defined as before (see Fig. 11). Orig, represents the unmodified MS-DEM results, with 𝑁𝑐
representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) representing the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure, with Bench being the spherical benchmark results.
4. Re-run the contact detection and calculate the local effective
masses using Eqs. (14) and (17) to (20) and the stored accel-
erations.

5. Use the local effective masses to calculate the forces acting on
the particles and update their kinematics.

The required communication overhead is expected to be small,
as a novel point-to-point communication scheme has previously been
developed to efficiently handle such problems [8]. Additionally, the
required memory overhead is not excessive and scales linearly with
the number of MS-DEM particles and not the number of constituent
spheres. There is additional computational cost in so far as the contact
detection procedure will be run twice. However, for contact detection
between spheres, typically the largest computational effort is in the
evaluation of neighbour-lists which do not need to be re-evaluated
to implement the above scheme. Therefore, it is believed that the
local effective mass model will not significantly increase the computa-
tional time of a large-scale simulation in comparison to the traditional
MS-DEM implementation.

The 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) proposal could be implemented as follows:

1. During the contact detection, store the MS-DEM particle identi-
fiers for pairs of contacting MS-DEM particles and their associ-
ated normal and tangential forces.

2. During the contact detection, if multiple contacts are detected
by searching the given MS-DEM particle pair list, perform the
𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure for the given MS-DEM pair.
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3. Before updating particle kinematics, communicate the stored
MS-DEM pair information between the relevant processors.

4. Perform a final 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure on the assembled MS-DEM
pair information which will generate the final forces required to
updated the particle kinematics.

The main difficulty is in the efficient handling of the additional
memory overhead. The length of the listed paired particle informa-
tion would not be expected to exceed 12 pairs (i.e. the maximum
possible packing of spherical particles). However, this would become
excessive if a shared memory scheme is employed. As such it is recom-
mended that the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure be implemented using a distributed
memory scheme as well as the previously mentioned point-to-point
communication scheme [8] to ensure scalability. This is expected to
incur a marginal increase in communication and memory overhead in
comparison to a traditional MS-DEM implementation.

10.2. Determining the mode of contact

At present it is predicted that three scenarios will be encountered
when a user intends to utilise the proposed solutions in this work.

1. The system only contains high-fidelity particles which encounter
computational multi-contact points.

2. The system only contains low-fidelity concave particles.
3. The particles in the system are of high fidelity with local con-

cavities.
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Table 3
The MS-DEM errors and proposed solutions, see earlier tables for the causes.

Error Solution

Over-damping in computational
multi-contact problem.

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure.

Over-stiffness in computational
multi-contact problem.

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure.

Over-damping in natural
multi-contact problem.

Use a local effective mass.

Under-damping. Avoid purely velocity based damping.

Contact area topology: Stiffness
and damping inconsistencies.

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure.

The first two scenarios, which must be determined by the user,
equires only the application of the proposed implementations of either
he 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure or local effective mass model. The more chal-
enging third scenario, will require the development of an automated
rocedure to determine the mode of contact and utilise the correct
rocedure. The development of such a scheme is non-trivial and beyond
he scope of this paper and will be the subject of future work.

0.3. Consequences for large scale systems

Unexplored in this work is the effect of the identified errors on large
cale systems. However, several of the effects of the uncovered errors
an be predicted based on previous studies. For example, the effect of
ver-damping, from a computational or natural multi-contact problem,
ould be expected to have a non-trivial effect on the macroscopic
ehaviour of dilute particle systems due to the expected decrease in
estitution coefficient [36].

In dense systems, the macroscopic behaviour (in non-dimensional
orm) is expected to be comparatively unaffected by erroneous over-
tiffness and over-damping forces [25]. One would expect, however,
hat when carrying out microstructural analysis (such as in evaluating
he properties of force chains) in dense systems erroneous force calcu-
ations would have a non-trivial effect. Additionally, simulations which
ttempt to model particle attrition naturally depend on accurate force
alculations [37], for both dilute and dense systems.

In both dilute and dense systems over-stiffness should be avoided as
he required time step size may become prohibitively small to perform
arge simulations. As such, a major benefit of the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 ) procedure
s that it produces a contact time commensurate with the spherical
enchmarks, i.e. the contact time can be accurately predicted before
simulation can be run and set to match user requirements. This is

lso true for the case of a natural multi-contact point for which the
ocal effect mass ensures a predictable contact duration. Therefore, it is
xpected that the implementation of either of the proposed solutions in
his work will not have any effects on the stability of a given simulation
r require prohibitively small time steps.

1. Conclusion and outlook

1.1. Conclusion

Five types of MS-DEM collision errors have been investigated. Two
f these are canonical over-stiffness and over-damping errors occurring
t a computational multi-contact point (see Section 1). Three new
rrors were identified for the first time, these being over-damping in a
atural multi-contact problem, under-damping occurring when purely
elocity based damping is employed and inconsistent force responses
aused by erroneous contact area calculations. The proposed maximum
orce procedure is shown to remedy the canonical over-stiffness and
ver-damping errors, along with the erroneous contact area calcula-
ions. It was also shown that this force summation procedure is a
18

ore general solution to over-stiffness and over-damping than previous
proposals in the literature. The concept of a locally reduced mass
is demonstrated to mitigate over-damping in a natural multi-contact
scenario. Additionally, it is recommended that purely velocity based
damping be avoided for use with the MS-DEM to avoid the potential
of under-damped behaviour. All errors and associated solutions are
provided in Table 3.

An important note worth highlighting is that the locally reduced
mass is a property based only on particle dynamics, meaning it is
independent of the specific contact model. As such, it’s utility should
be considered for related contact models in which the reduced mass
is used and natural multi-contact problems may arise, such as co-
hesive/adhesive particle interactions [34,35]. However, the use of a
locally reduced mass only solves the issue of over-damping in a nat-
ural multi-contact problem, meaning any computational multi-contact
problems need to be addressed by other methods, such as the maxi-
mum force procedure. As with the locally reduced mass, the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 )
procedure should be considered for related contact models used with
the MS-DEM. As the calculation of an effective radius (which is a proxy
for the contact area) is used in numerous contact models [34,35].

To conclude, if traditional contact models are used with the MS-
DEM without modification, there is a high likelihood of large errors
being accrued within a simulation. The common foundational source
of error is the fundamental force summation procedure used in the
MS-DEM, therefore, errors (though not yet specifically identified) will
occur for many contact models used with the MS-DEM if unmodified.
Similarly, such errors will occur for related methods such as those
using polygons and polyhedra [29]. However, the general nature of the
proposed solutions in this work will likely be of use for such related
methods.

11.2. Outlook

There are additional outstanding problems which must be solved
to further improve the accuracy of the MS-DEM. This includes mod-
ifications to evaluate forces arising from non-circular contact areas,
e.g. faces of two cubes in contact. If this were the case, the 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐹 𝑐 )
procedure would yield incorrect results and it is currently unclear what
the most effective strategy should be. As such, further work should
be conducted in this area to improve MS-DEM interactions of such
scenarios.

Another outstanding issue, as stated in Section 10, is the develop-
ment of an efficient procedure for distinguishing contact scenarios to
apply the most appropriate solutions established in this work.
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Table A.4
Differential equations constructed for the linear contact models for both the 𝑚𝑒 based model and the
purely velocity dependant model given by Eqs. (1) and (3) respectively, with the associated 𝛼 and 𝛽 terms
for the analytical solutions (see Eqs. (A.8) and (A.10). Equations are constructed for classical spherical
contacts/collisions and for the test cases A–C. For test cases A and B 𝑚′

𝑒 = 𝑁𝑠𝑚𝑒.

𝑚𝑒 Governing equation 𝛼 𝛽

Sphere 𝛿 + 𝛾𝑛 �̇� +
𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒
𝛿 = 0 𝛾𝑛

√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

Test A 𝛿 +𝑁𝑐𝛾𝑛 �̇� +
𝑁𝑐𝐾𝑛

𝑚′
𝑒

𝛿 = 0 𝑁𝑐𝛾𝑛

√

𝑁𝑐𝐾𝑛

𝑚′
𝑒

=
√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

Test B 𝛿 + 𝛾𝑛 �̇� +
𝐾𝑛

𝑚′
𝑒
𝛿 = 0 𝛾𝑛

√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚′
𝑒

Test C 𝛿 +𝑁2
𝑐 𝛾𝑛 �̇� +

𝑁2
𝑐 𝐾𝑛
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𝑐 𝛾𝑛

√

𝑁2
𝑐 𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

Vel. Governing equation 𝛼 𝛽

Sphere 𝛿 +
𝛾𝑛
𝑚𝑒

�̇� +
𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒
𝛿 = 0 𝛾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

Test A 𝛿 +
𝑁𝑐𝛾𝑛
𝑚′

𝑒
�̇� +

𝑁𝑐𝐾𝑛

𝑚′
𝑒

𝛿 = 0 𝑁𝑐 𝛾𝑛
𝑚′
𝑒

= 𝛾𝑛
𝑚𝑒

√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒
=
√

𝐾𝑛

𝑚𝑒

Test B 𝛿 +
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�̇� +
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𝑒
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√
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𝑒

Test C 𝛿 +
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𝑚𝑒
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𝛿 = 0
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𝑐 𝛾𝑛
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Appendix A. Analytical solutions

For the test cases A–C, linear second-order homogeneous differential
equations can be constructed to describe the particle systems (see
Table A.4). All of these equations are amenable to the same analysis
process, for which Eq. (A.1) is used to derive general solutions for
the duration of contact, velocity response and coefficient of restitution.
Note, the following equations are formed for the quasi-one dimensional
test cases and are written in scalar form, which is to be assumed for
the remainder of the work. Additionally, subscripts 𝑖, 𝑗 or 𝐴𝐵 will
be dropped, unless additional distinction is needed in which case the
meanings will be clear. The general form of governing equation is given
by

𝛿 + 𝛼�̇� + 𝛽2𝛿 = 0, (A.1)

where 𝛿 is the inter-particle overlap (see Fig. 7) with �̇� (relative
velocity) and 𝛿 (relative acceleration) the first and second derivatives
with the respect to time 𝑡. The 𝛼 and 𝛽 terms are then specific to the
contact model and test case, given in Table A.4, which can simply be
substituted into the general solutions given below.

The roots of the characteristic equation of Eq. (A.1), can then be
given with 𝑟 = −𝜀𝛽 ± 𝛽

√

𝜀2 − 1 where

= 𝛼
2𝛽

, (A.2)

is the system damping factor. Assuming an underdamped system, 𝜀 < 1,
hen the roots of the characteristic equation can be written as 𝑟 =
𝜀𝛽 ± 𝑖𝜔𝑑 for which

𝑑 = 𝛽
√

1 − 𝜀2, (A.3)

is the damped natural frequency.
The general solution of a linear homogeneous second-order dif-

ferential equation with complex conjugate roots can be written as

𝛿 = 𝑋 exp(−𝜀𝛽𝑡) sin(𝜔𝑑 𝑡 + 𝜙) (A.4)

where 𝑋 is the amplitude of displacement and 𝜙 is the phase angle [38],
which are given by

𝑋 =

√

√

√

√

√𝛿2𝑜 +

(

𝛿𝑜
2 + 𝜀𝛽𝛿𝑜
𝜔𝑑

)2

, (A.5)

𝜙 = tan−1
(

𝜔𝑑𝛿𝑜
)

, (A.6)
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𝛿𝑜 + 𝜀𝛽𝛿𝑜
where 𝛿𝑜 and 𝛿𝑜 are the initial overlap and the initial relative particle
velocity respectively. With the initial condition 𝛿𝑜 = 0, Eq. (A.4) can be
written as

𝛿 =
𝛿𝑜
𝜔𝑑

exp(−𝜀𝛽𝑡) sin(𝜔𝑑 𝑡), (A.7)

hen taking the derivative with respect to 𝑡, we get

̇ = 𝛿𝑜 exp(−𝜀𝛽𝑡) cos(𝜔𝑑 𝑡) −
𝜀𝛽𝛿𝑜
𝜔𝑑

exp(−𝜀𝛽𝑡) sin(𝜔𝑑 𝑡). (A.8)

rom the above equations, by applying appropriate conditions, one can
educe the contact time 𝑡𝑐 and the coefficient of restitution 𝑒. At the
nd of a contact duration, there is no particle overlap by definition,
.e. 𝛿(𝑡𝑐 ) = 0. Therefore, from Eq. (A.7), it is clear that the contact time
s given by

𝑐 = 𝜋∕𝜔𝑑 . (A.9)

or the coefficient of restitution, the following definition can be used:

=
|

|

|

|

�̇�′

�̇�
|

|

|

|

=
|

|

|

|

|

�̇�(𝑡𝑐 )
𝛿𝑜

|

|

|

|

|

= exp

(

− 𝜀𝜋
√

1 − 𝜀2

)

(A.10)

with �̇�(𝑡𝑐 ) determined from Eq. (A.8).

A.1. Force deconstruction boundary conditions

Due to the change in boundary conditions proposed in Section 5.4,
Eqs. (A.5) to (A.8) need to be modified by substituting boundary
conditions, 𝛿𝑜 > 0 and 𝛿𝑜 = 0, resulting in the new contact duration:

𝑡𝑐 =
𝜋 + 𝜙
𝜔𝑑

. (A.11)

A.2. Contact area differences

Derivation of effective radius 𝑅𝑒, relationships for the test cases C
nd D with 𝑁𝑠 = 2. The definition of the effective radius, as given
arlier, is 𝑅𝑒 = (𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑗 )∕(𝑟𝑖 + 𝑟𝑗 ). Using the MS-DEM force procedure,

Eq. (9), the total effective contact area in an MS-DEM interaction
can be quantified with

√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
∑𝑁𝑐

𝑐=1
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑐 , where 𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 is the
total computed effective radius of the MS-DEM particles and 𝑅𝑒,𝑐 is
he effective radius of a specific contact. Using the definition of 𝑅𝑒,

the effective radius for the spherical benchmark would be 𝑅𝑒,𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 =
𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2 with the radii of the spherical benchmark being 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒. For

the test case C, each contact is between spheres with identical radii
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to the benchmark case. With the test case C and 𝑁𝑠 = 2, there are
𝑁𝑐 = 4 contacts. As such the resulting effective contact area is given by
√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
∑𝑁𝑐

𝑐=1
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑐 = 4
√

𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2 = 2
√

2√𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒.
For the test case D, the situation is slightly more complex. The

smaller embedded constituent sphere has a radius 𝑟𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2 with
the larger sphere having radius 𝑟𝑙 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒. As with the test case C
four contacts are present, one contact appears for the larger sphere
interactions, and the effective radii of this interaction is demarcated
with 𝑅𝑒,𝑙𝑙 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2. Another interaction is between the two smaller
spheres, with the effective radius of this interaction given with 𝑅𝑒,𝑠𝑠 =
𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕4. The final two interactions are between a small sphere and a
large sphere, with the effective radius demarcated with 𝑅𝑒,𝑙𝑠 = 𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕3.
Therefore, the total effective radius for the MS-DEM particles in the test
case D is given by

√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
𝑁𝑐
∑

𝑐=1

√

𝑅𝑒,𝑐 , (A.12)

√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑙𝑙 +
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑠𝑠 + 2
√

𝑅𝑒,𝑙𝑠, (A.13)

√

𝑅𝑒,𝐴𝐵 =
√

𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕2 +
√

𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕4 + 2
√

𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒∕3 = 2.36
√

𝑟𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒. (A.14)

Appendix B. Additional results

See Figs. B.19–B.27.
20
Fig. B.19. Analytical predictions for changes in 𝑒 and 𝑡∗𝑐 with respect to 𝑁𝑠 for Model M and Model V and all test cases. Symbols represent simulation data and solid lines are
the analytical predictions (linear models). In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 Model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. Model corresponding to Model V.
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Fig. B.20. Test A’s velocity responses. All results are analytical predictions using Model
M and Model V. The parameters �̇�∗ and 𝑡∗𝑐 are defined as given in Section 5.3. In the
legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to
Model V and Bench being the spherical benchmark results.

Fig. B.21. Test B’s velocity responses. All results are analytical predictions using Model
M and Model V. The parameters �̇�∗ and 𝑡∗𝑐 are defined as given in Section 5.3. In the
legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to
Model V and Bench being the spherical benchmark results.
21
Fig. B.22. Test C’s velocity responses. All results are analytical predictions using Model
M and Model V. The parameters �̇�∗ and 𝑡∗𝑐 are defined as given in Section 5.3. In the
legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to
Model V and Bench being the spherical benchmark results.
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Fig. B.23. Analytical conservative force decomposition of Model M and Model V with the original test cases A–C. All parameters, 𝐹 𝐶 and 𝐹 𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 and 𝛿∗, are defined identically

as given in Section 5.4. Bench represents the spherical benchmark results. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model V .

Fig. B.24. Analytical damping force decomposition and velocity response of Model M and Model V with the original test cases A–C. All parameters, 𝐹𝐷 , 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, �̇�, �̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 and

𝛿∗, are defined identically as given in Section 5.4. Bench represents the spherical benchmark results. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model M data, with Vel. model
corresponding to Model V.
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Fig. B.25. Conservative force decomposition of Model NLM and Model NLV with the original test cases A–C. All parameters, 𝐹 𝐶 and 𝐹 𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 and 𝛿∗, are defined identically as

given in Section 5.4. All results are taken from simulation data. Bench represents the spherical benchmark results. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to Model NLM data, with
Vel. model corresponding to Model NLV.

Fig. B.26. Damping force decomposition and velocity response of Model NLM and Model NLV with the original test cases A–C. All parameters, 𝐹𝐷 , 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, �̇�, �̇�𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 and 𝛿∗, are

defined identically as given in Section 5.4. All results are taken from simulation data. Bench represents the spherical benchmark results. In the legends, 𝑚𝑒 model corresponds to
Model NLM data, with Vel. model corresponding to Model NLV.
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Fig. B.27. Conservative and damping force decomposition of Model NLM and Model NLV with the proposed MS-DEM solutions for test cases A and C. All parameters, 𝐹 𝐶 , 𝐹 𝐶
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒,

𝐹𝐷 , 𝐹𝐷
𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 and 𝛿∗, are defined identically as given in Section 5.4. Orig, represents the unmodified MS-DEM results, with 𝑁𝑐 representing the 𝑁𝑐 procedure and 𝑚𝑐 representing

the use of a locally reduced mass, with Bench being the spherical benchmark results. All results are extracted from simulations. In the legends, Meff corresponds to Model NLM
data, including the locally reduced mass, with Vel. corresponding to Model NLV.
24
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